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Chapter 741
When Mufan’s real estate was overcast, Qiu’s house was another scene.

There are still dozens of hours before the ribbon-cutting celebration tomorrow,
but the Qiu family can no longer contain the excitement and excitement in
their hearts.

Mr. Qiu also bought a red carpet and a lot of 7bce05ea flowers.

Even the old man asked a band to come over.

How can there be less music on a festive occasion?

More than that, Old Man Qiu personally ordered everyone to put on new
clothes, otherwise, they would not be allowed to attend tomorrow’s
ribbon-cutting celebration.

It can also be seen that the father attaches great importance to the opening
ceremony tomorrow.

After all, if it is done, this is Guangzong Yaozu’s business!



Maybe in the future, his Simpson Qiu’s name will also leave a strong mark in
the history of Wrilfill’s business community.

In the hall.

The grandfather’s children and grandchildren are all here, and Terrisa Qiu,
Simon Qiu and others are reporting on the preparations for the celebration.

“Simon Qiu, have you contacted the hotel?” “There is also the reception lady
and the wine table menu. Can you check it carefully?” Old man Qiu was sitting
in danger, and he was in good spirits during happy events. Now Mr. Qiu, It can
be said to be radiant, sitting on a high seat, the majesty and momentum of the
whole body are much heavier than usual.

Simon Qiu immediately replied: “Dad, it’s all done.”

“Tomorrow, Yulong Hotel has been booked by us.”

“I have also read the menu carefully. It is luxurious and will not give us a price
drop.”

“And manners. Miss, they are all carefully selected ones, and their image is
absolutely top-notch.”

“I’ve got in touch with the band, too. I’ll come here on time at seven tomorrow.”

“Yeah.”

Old man Qiu nodded with satisfaction, and then again. Looking at Terrisa Qiu,
“Terrisa, where’s your side? Can you send out all the invitations, and the
general manager of Hongqi Group has also talked about it?” Terrisa Qiu
suddenly smiled: “Grandpa, I’m doing business, you just let go. Hundred
hearts.”

“Dozens of invitations, I have all sent out.”



“Among them are top-notch rich people with a net worth of hundreds of
millions.”

“Hongqi Group Vice President Liu Bin has agreed to attend the meeting on
behalf of Hongqi Group. “Grandpa, you just wait to cut the ribbon with General
Manager Liu. The audience will respectfully.”

“At that time, the big men will gather, the celebrities will gather, and the
powerful will come to congratulate.”

“Grandpa, after tomorrow, the name of our Qiu family will surely be named
Wrilfill, and we will completely rank among the first-class forces in Wrilfill.”

“And your old man Qiu will also be respected by hundreds of people and
become the most respected and famous in Wrilfill. Big shot.”

Terrisa Qiu smiled, and when it comes to tomorrow, she is also full of
contentment.

You know, at the celebration tomorrow, although Mr. Qiu will cut the ribbon on
the stage on behalf of the Qiu family, she will definitely show the limelight.

After all, there will be a lot of people tomorrow, all in the name of her husband
Leonard Chu.

Her husband has a great face, and her Terrisa Qiu also follows the scenery.

“Yeah, Dad.”

“Tomorrow you will always wait for the scenery, right?” “Such a big show,
didn’t you wait for a lifetime on this day?” “Now, the opportunity of Guangzong
Yaozu will come soon.”

Silviana Wang is also haha With a smile.



“Furthermore, this is not a matter of glorious beauty. When the time comes,
those rich and powerful bosses will come to congratulate, and they will
certainly bring heavy gifts. Our Qiu family can also make a fortune.”

Jiang Hong and others also agreed, smiling. It doesn’t matter.

Chapter 742
For a time, all the people in the Qiu family looked forward to tomorrow.

Father Qiu seems to have seen the scene of everyone respectfully coming to
congratulate tomorrow. An old face almost smiled: “Haha, when it comes to
this, our Qiu family should be most grateful to Terrisa and Leonard.”

“If it wasn’t Leonard. Fei’s face is great, not just being eloquent. In our
ribbon-cutting celebration, there will not be so many corporate executives.”

“This time, if our Qiu family can really revive and step into the circle of the
first-class family in Wrilfill, it will be the biggest Terrisa and Leonard are two of
the heroes.”

“Yeah, we are all the light of Terrisa, her fourth aunt, you have a good
daughter.”

“We Terrisa, comparable to Qiu Mu from the third family. Helen is much more
powerful.”

“That family is a waste of money. You see, they are now destitute, and they
can only rely on lies to maintain their only face.”

“What is it now, are you self-defeating?” “Qiu Mu Don’t say that Helen is
ruined, their company is probably abandoned!” “At that time, our house will be
full of guests, and they will have no shit people. I guess the youngest family
will definitely be embarrassed, right?” “Also? Send us an invitation, and still



want to show off at us?” “A family is useless, they are worthy?” “Yes, I also
heard that they will open tomorrow, and today the company will be half of the
people. The entire company is empty.”

“Haha, there is still this matter?” “It is estimated that in the future, this Helen
Qiu and Mufan real estate will become the biggest joke and shame of our
Wrilfill City?” “Fortunately, we will sweep these scum out, otherwise this I am
afraid that we will have to implicate our Qiu Family.”

For a while, everyone in the Qiu Family laughed wantonly, saying what you
said to me.

While boasting about Terrisa Qiu, he did not forget to belittle Helen Qiu’s
family.

Now Helen Qiu and the others are undoubtedly reduced to a laughing stock in
the eyes of the Qiu family, and everyone likes to step on it.

Listening to the words of the surrounding uncles, Qiu Mu’s eyes filled with
triumph.

“Autumn Helen, this is the end of your fight with me!” “You made me
embarrassed in public, and I made you ruin!” “How about looking good, so
what about talents, and marrying a waste of money, you are destined to be
me.”

Step on your feet for the rest of your life.”

“After tomorrow, you won’t even have the qualifications to be my opponent.”

Terrisa Qiu smiled, the smile was full of wanton and arrogance.

Yes, the news and videos about Helen Qiu and Mufan Real Estate last night
were released by Terrisa Qiu.



Originally, Han Dongmin specifically asked to block all news about the annual
meeting last night.

Reporters on site are not allowed to report, and participants are not allowed to
release relevant news.

Although I don’t know what Han Dongmin’s intention is, no one disobeys Han
Shi’s order.

But Terrisa Qiu didn’t care about these. This morning, she quietly disclosed
the events of last night to a reporter classmate of her own, and also posted
the video saved in her mobile phone to the Internet.

Completely exposed Helen Qiu’s “hypocritical” side to the public, ruining her
and making Mufan Real Estate notorious.

However, it is a pity that she did not take the scene where Mark started
beating Xu Lin.

At that time, Terrisa Qiu was so frightened that she thought she was going to
be beaten to death by Mark, and Liupo was scared of Sanpo, so naturally she
didn’t want to make a video.

Otherwise, if the video of Mark’s impact on the entrepreneurs’ annual meeting
was recorded, and the navy was asked to bring the rhythm on the Internet,
which caused public opinion to ferment, she estimated that she could send
Mark to prison directly.

Chapter 743
Just when the Qiu family were preparing for tomorrow’s ribbon-cutting
celebration with twelve enthusiasm.



In the Han’s villa, Han Dongmin looked at the full screen of news, undoubtedly
extremely angry.

“Damn it!” “What did you do?” “Didn’t I say to block all the things from last
night’s annual meeting?” “How did these things spread out?” “No small things
can be done, I What do you want?” Han Dongmin’s face was pale, extremely
angry, and he swore at the two men in front of him.

These things, he personally asked them last night, so that they must take care
of them.

After all, that Helen Qiu was Mark’s wife, and Mark was even more of a
wife-guarding madman.

If Helen Qiu was ruined because of this, Mark was afraid that his anger would
be transferred to Han Dongmin.

This annual meeting of entrepreneurs was hosted by Han Dongmin.

Now that this kind of thing has happened, Han Dongmin naturally has to find a
way to minimize the impact on Mufan’s real estate at the annual meeting.

But Han Dongmin didn’t expect that what he was most worried about still
happened.

Once the events of last night were exposed, Helen Qiu and Mu Fan Real
Estate would not be able to gain a foothold in Wrilfill.

How did Han Dongmin explain to Mark?

“Han City, we have followed your instructions and notified all the participants
one by one, and they all agreed not to talk outside.”

“We didn’t expect that someone disclosed it to the media reporter.”



In front of Han Dongmin, the two The subordinates were also extremely
apprehensive, lowered their heads and explained bitterly.

“Okay, it’s already happened, it’s too late to scold you.”

“You two will check with me, who is so courageous and dare to violate my
orders?” Han Dongmin immediately rejected the two people, but It was a
person pacing back and forth in the room, thinking about how to explain to
Mark.

Although Helen Qiu’s embarrassment had little to do with him, it was always in
his place, and now it was reported by the media. Han Dongmin estimated that
his impression in Mark’s heart was even worse.

When Han Dongmin was depressed, Han Shaojie happened to come to Han
Dongmin.

Han Dongmin was worried that no one could resolve the depression in his
heart. Seeing his son had come, he immediately talked to Han Shaojie about
this matter.

“Shaojie, you met Master Ye very early. What do you think now is what a
father should do to get a good impression in front of Master Ye? You can’t, go
to visit again and apologize?” Han Dongmin has offended Mark many times.
Now that Mark’s wife is making a fool of herself in her place again, Han
Dongmin is naturally anxious.

Mark will be a big man tomorrow, so this relationship will naturally be good.

Han Shaojie thought for a while, and then said: “Dad, crises always coexist
with opportunities.”

“The situation in front of you may be embarrassing for you, but is it not an
opportunity?” “Huh? What do you say? “Han Dongmin was suddenly puzzled.



“Dad, what do you think. What happened last night, and probably not many
people will go to the opening ceremony of Master Ye’s company tomorrow.
And at this time, what would Master Ye think if we were to come to join us with
a gift?” It’s the love of charcoal in the snow!” “Master Ye, even if he is not
grateful to us, will surely have a good impression of our Han family.”

Han Shaojie said slowly.

When Han Dongmin heard it, he immediately slapped his thigh, and the
painful Han Shaojie called out.

Obviously, Han Dongmin slapped Han Shaojie on the thigh.

Chapter 744
“Son, this is a good idea for you!” “It’s really a fan of the authorities, why didn’t
I think about it?” “Quickly, there are more than ten hours left until tomorrow.”

“The two of us won’t do anything in these ten hours. , You also have to
prepare a gift for Master Ye.”

Han Shaojie’s words immediately made Han Dongmin clear.

After that, Han Dongmin didn’t delay anymore, and quickly took his son down
to prepare.

at the same time.

Li Family Manor, Wrilfill City.

After Ericson finished lunch, he paced slowly in the courtyard.

Behind him, Jinbao and Yinbao were on the left and right, reading today’s
news to him.



This is Ericson’s habit for many years.

Every time after lunch, I would walk while listening to people telling the news
today.

Everyone is responsible for major events in the world.

When a person’s status is higher, he will understand how important the
current situation is to personal development.

Sometimes, a trivial sentence in the news hides tens of billions of business
opportunities.

“Is pork so expensive?” “Hey, prices are soaring, and the poor people are
suffering.”

“Jinbao, you can buy a few thousand catties of pork, and then go to my
hometown in Xikou and sell it at half price.”

“Listen. Is it there yet?” The rich never forgets the poor and the lowly friends,
and abandons the chaotic wives.

Although Ericson has become soaring, but he has never forgotten the old
friends and fellow villagers.

In his free time, he would go back to his hometown in Xikou every year to visit
the blind dates there.

“Yes, second master.”

Jin Bao replied respectfully.

After Jin Bao finished reading national events, Yin Bao began to recite Wrilfill
local news to Ericson.



However, Ericson frowned when he heard about Mufan’s real estate.

“Huh?” “Mufan Real Estate, isn’t that the business that Mr. Chu asked Xu Lei
to buy?” Ericson still knew about Mufan Real Estate, after all, Mark didn’t
deliberately conceal it.

At this time, Yinbao was still reading.

“Mufan Real Estate will hold an opening ceremony on the 11th of this month.
To satisfy his vanity, the president of the group…

“Hold on?”

” “what did you say?

“Mufan Real Estate is going to hold an opening ceremony?”

“Yin Bao hasn’t finished reading, but Ericson is not calm anymore, suddenly
turned his head, and asked Yin Bao. “Yes, second master.

The above said it was the 11th of this month.

Yin Bao replied honestly. Ericson nodded: “On the eleventh, it’s still early.

“Second Lord, it’s getting late, it’s the tenth today, and it’s tomorrow.”

Yinbao reminded. “What?

tomorrow?

Isn’t it the number one today?



“Ericson was so startled that he almost jumped up. Later, he realized that he
had remembered it. Today is Monday, not the first. Therefore, Ericson is no
longer calm. “Quick, hurry up.”

“Call Xueqi, Xiaowu and the others over, and hold a family meeting.”

“Ericson didn’t care about wandering here anymore, and the order was issued
immediately. “But Erye, you will have to participate in the company’s board of
directors in a while. At this time…”

“Dong, grandma!

Pushed, all pushed to me.

“Not only today, but all the itineraries for tomorrow, all have been pushed to
me.

“The big thing is not as important as this one.”

“In addition, tell Xiao Wu and them that if they can’t get to the family council
within half an hour, they won’t use it for the rest of their lives.

“Ericson shouted in a deep voice, and then hurried to the family hall in a hurry.
No wonder Ericson was so anxious, it was Mufan Real Estate, Mr. Chu’s
place. How could Ericson neglect such major events as the opening
ceremony?

Chapter 745
When the entire Li family was upset, similar things were happening all over
Wrilfill.

In the room.



A middle-aged man is working at his desk.

At this time, his secretary walked in and put today’s news report in front of
him.

The man looked at it, but it was rare and fluctuating on his originally calm
face.

“Mu Fan Real Estate?” “Mu? Fan?” Thinking of this, the man shook his head
and smiled.

Then, he told the secretary behind him: “Help me prepare a gift. Tomorrow,
let’s go over and hold a show.”

“Huh?” After the secretary heard this, his face changed immediately, “It’s just a
small company. , Do you want to go there yourself?” The middle-aged man
shook his head: “This company is small, but there is a real dragon behind it.”

“That person, even me, dare not offend.”

The man’s faint voice echoed slowly in the room.

After hearing him, the pretty face of the female secretary in front of her
became paler.

Given the power and position of the man in front of him in Wrilfill, what kind of
character would he even dare not offend?

Thinking of this, the female secretary couldn’t help taking a deep breath.

After that, the female secretary didn’t dare to stay any longer, and went to
handle it immediately.

In the room, the peace of the past was restored again.



There was only the middle-aged man in the office of the University of London,
sitting alone.

After a while, he got up and walked to the French window in front of him.

Outside, there was wind surging, b17640cf everywhere.

But in the middle-aged man’s heart, there was an inexplicable emotional
surge.

He knew that Wrilfill would not be peaceful tomorrow.

However, in the land of Wrilfill, there is such a real dragon lurking.

He didn’t know, as the master of Wrilfill, should he be happy or worried?

At the same time, beside Trivan Lake.

There was a thin man standing proudly looking far away with his hands
holding hands.

Behind him, the sea of   clouds churned.

In front of him, the tide surged.

Among his deep eyebrows, what was reflected was the sea of   stars.

“Helen, you once said that you don’t want to be looked down upon anymore,
you don’t want to be laughed at anymore, you want to make people who once
humiliated you regret it!”

“Now, I am as you wish.”



“After tomorrow, you will be completely famous in Noirfork!” Boom ~ The cold
wind, engulfing the man’s faint words, but in an instant, it swept across the
world!

!

November 11th, Tuesday.

Wrilfill City, Noirfork Province, with a clear sky.

On this day, the rich and powerful gathered.

A grand celebration was officially held today!

When the first rays of morning glow illuminate the earth.

The Qiu family couldn’t contain the excitement and joy in their hearts, and got
up early to freshen up.

Silviana Wang, Jiang Hong and others dressed up and put on the most
precious jewelry.

Simon Qiu, Nelson Qiu and others adjusted their hairstyles and put on the
most luxurious suits.

The Qiu family, a radiant face, a joyful smile filled everyone’s face.

“Her auntie, you have to dress up beautifully today.”

“I heard that many of the rich and powerful people came to your son-in-law
today.”

“You’re a mother-in-law, you can’t embarrass Leonard. Ah.”



As soon as Silviana Wang went out, he heard congratulations from the Qiu
family.

Today’s ribbon-cutting celebration, although the whole Qiu family is the showy.

But in the eyes of the Qiu family, the most popular one is probably the fourth
family of Qiu.

No way, who can let her daughter find a powerful and powerful husband?

“Haha~” “That’s for sure.”

“But sister-in-law, there will probably be a lot of people in your family this
time.”

“Big Brother has been in charge of Qiu Shui Logistics for so many years, our
entire Qiu family, in terms of connections, I am afraid that there will be no one.
Can you compare with your eldest brother?” “Maybe, the most people came to
your house this time?” Silviana Wang also laughed, and also complimented
Simon Qiu’s wife, Terrisa Qiu’s aunt.

Chapter 746
Brother Qiu’s wife shook her head repeatedly: “Our family is not good.
Although we know a lot of people, there are no big people. How can we
compare with Leonard?” Father Qiu has five sons, and the eldest son Simon
Qiu retires to the second line of the father. Since then, he has been in charge
of QMove Logistics.

The second son, Qiuming, joined the army as a soldier, and rarely returned.

The third son Melson, who is also the father of Helen Qiu, has always been at
home.



The fourth son, Nelson Qiu, also holds important positions in Qiu Shui
Logistics, assisting Simon Qiu.

As for the fifth son, Qiu Dollar, he is also away all year round, and he will only
come back during the New Year.

Therefore, in today’s ribbon-cutting ceremony, the people who came to
congratulate, except for those who came for the reputation of the Hongqi
Group, most of the rest were for the face of the old family and the old four.

“Well, you two don’t talk to each other in this business.”

“The convoy will be coming in a while, you quickly prepare and pass by in a
while.”

“When you arrive at the Yulong Hotel, it is never too late for you two to have
fun.”

Seeing Silviana Wang chatting endlessly with the old lady’s wife, the second
aunt Jiang Hong rolled her eyes and urged them.

In order to suppress Mufan’s real estate, Terrisa Qiu originally designated the
location of the ribbon-cutting ceremony at the Yulong Hotel opposite the
Mufan’s real estate.

Now, the Qiu family naturally have to go to the hotel and wait.

After a while, the guests will come to the door, so they will come to entertain.

Soon, the scheduled convoy stopped in front of the old house.

In the autumn, dozens of people went up and down, all got in the car and
rushed to the Yulong Hotel.



At the same time, Rivera District.

Helen Qiu’s family also finished their meal early, changed their clothes, and
was ready to go to the company.

“Helen, are you really going to do this opening ceremony?” “You kid, why are
you not obedient?” “If no one is there, just let us dry up. Don’t you feel
embarrassed?” See Helen Qiu The two of Mark and Mark changed into formal
dresses early in the morning, and Sherry Han naturally guessed something in
an instant. At that time, she was so angry that her liver hurts.

“Mom, you don’t have to persuade, I have decided.”

“I will hold this opening ceremony regardless of whether anyone will come to
join us.”

“Also, there is nothing to be ashamed of. I do not hold the opening ceremony
for others, yes. Organized for my own company. If there is no outsider to
celebrate, then we will celebrate by ourselves.”

“Mufan Real Estate was created by me. It is my child. Naturally, I will not lack
the necessary rituals.”

“If you two elders want to go, I welcome it.”

“I don’t want to go, I don’t want to. “It’s getting late, let’s pass first.”

Helen Qiu said lightly.

By now, she had figured it out, and she didn’t care about these so-called face
and fame.

Yes, why deliberately pursue these so-called false names.



Peaches and plums, the next from Seikei.

As long as you are good enough, these things will naturally come uninvited.

Too obsessed with these, on the contrary, it is to give up the last, swollen face
to fill the fat man, it is nothing more than laughter.

After speaking, Helen Qiu also went downstairs with Mark.

“This damn Nizi, I’m so blinded by lard.”

“She’s going to let her do it, she really does it?” “I’m really mad at me!” “We
two old faces, sooner or later let them be lost. Exhausted!” Sherry Han’s angry
curses came from behind.

Chapter 747
However, anger returned to anger.

Sherry Han and Melson still went to the company and went to the opening
ceremony of Mufan Real Estate.

After all, it is always a company run by his daughter.

What’s more, they will have to rely on Helen Qiu to support them in the future?

If they didn’t even join them when they were parents, then Helen Qiu would
really betray her.

Therefore, Sherry Han and Melson and his wife bit the bullet, and after all,
they arrived at the opening ceremony.



Although it was still 7 or 8 o’clock in the morning, there was already a loud
noise at the door of the company.

Of course, the excitement does not belong to Helen Qiu’s company, but to the
Qiu family.

Yulong Hotel is just across from Mufan Real Estate Company, less than ten
meters apart.

Early in the morning, everyone in the Qiu family had already arrived at the
door of the hotel by car.

Outside the hotel, the brand new red carpet has been spread over 100
meters, and there are flowers on both sides.

The well-trained hostess, dressed in festive clothes, stood on both sides of the
steps just like this, ready to welcome the guests.

Not only that, but there was also a band waiting by the side. The salute car
that had arrived early was also parked on the road, ready for the beginning of
the celebration.

Compared with the huge pomp of the Qiu family, Mufan Real Estate is too
crude.

Not to mention the salute and the band. Even on the red carpet, Mufan Real
Estate only paved the area at the door, not even ten meters away, which is
undoubtedly far behind the 100-meter red carpet of the Qiu family.

Even more unbearable is that Helen Qiu, the boss of Mufan Real Estate, was
actually driven by Mark on an electric vehicle.

Because of economic conditions, Helen Qiu’s family has never bought a car.

Before, Mufan Real Estate had also equipped Helen Qiu with a millionaire car.



However, it was not an accident in Mufan’s real estate approval that caused
the company’s funds to be tight.

In order to withdraw funds, Helen Qiu had to sell the car.

Usually, Helen Qiu always travels by bus.

As for today, in order to facilitate travel, Mark and the others are also riding an
electric bike.

“Haha~” “Terrisa, look at it quickly.”

“Isn’t that Helen Qiu? The opening ceremony, a company boss, actually came
here in an electric car?” “Hahaha~” “It’s a laugh.”

It’s just being poor~” ….

Seeing Helen Qiu and Mark arrived, the Qiu family suddenly looked from a
distance and laughed heartily.

The eyes looking at Helen Qiu and his wife were like idiots.

“Mom, husband, let’s go. We used to talk to the third sisters and others.”

“Are they always relatives? The last time I got engaged to a family of four, did
I pay a few hundred Dollar for the money?” “Now we meet, always Can’t you
ignore it?” Terrisa Qiu obviously noticed Terrisa Qiu at the door of Mu Fan’s
real estate, and a sneer smile appeared at the corner of his mouth.

Then, Terrisa Qiu’s family walked towards the opposite side unkindly.

“Sister, I really didn’t expect that you were embarrassed to come over today?”
“You did that shameless thing at the annual meeting last night. I thought you,



the boss, just took the blame and resigned?” From a long distance, Terrisa
Qiu’s wanton sneer came over immediately.

Helen Qiu had no expression on her face and glanced at them coldly: “Why
can’t I come over?” “I am the president of this company, and my company is
holding an opening ceremony. As the founder of the company, it is not natural
for me to attend. Why do you outsiders point your fingers?” “Huh? Helen’s
niece is really such a mighty power?” When Silviana Wang heard Helen Qiu’s
words, he immediately smiled, and the disdain in his eyebrows was so vivid,
he said sarcastically, “Yes. The president? The founder of the company?”

Chapter 748
“You are a useless woman, are you worthy?” “Want to start a company and
start a business in Wrilfill? Wait for the next life.”

“From the moment you married a useless woman, you are destined to be
stepped by my family forever. !” Silviana Wang’s eyes were full of contempt,
and the harsh laughter echoed here.

Helen Qiu’s face turned pale, and she gave a cold snort, turned around and
entered the company without paying attention to them.

The Sherry Han and his wife also had no confidence in their hearts and were
afraid of embarrassment, and followed Helen Qiu into the company.

Only Mark looked at them with a blank expression and calmly looked at them,
and smiled faintly: “Just you, do you want to step Helen under your feet?” “As
long as Helen is willing, the whole Noirfork is within reach, not to mention the
few clowns of you. Hearing what Mark said, Leonard Chu next to him couldn’t
hold back, and Dang even sneered: “Heh, you are a waste of money, so big!”
“Wait a moment, we are full of guests for the ribbon-cutting celebration, and
the hall is full, and you When no one cares about the opening ceremony, I
think you still have such a tone?” Mark suddenly shook his head and smiled



when he heard this, “So what?” “How about a hundred people in your Qiu
family? How about ten thousand people?” “My wife’s opening ceremony, with
me alone, is worth the congratulations of thousands of you!” Damn!

Should I go to Nima?

“What a shame?” “It’s like an idiot?” Leonard Chu turned dark when he heard
what Mark said, and he couldn’t help but cursed directly.

“A 78be732b person worth millions of us?” “You are a country dick, an
incompetent and useless person?” “What do you use? Do you rely on your
mouth?” “Helen Qiu marries you such an idiot, deserves a lifetime Can’t look
up.”

Terrisa Qiu and Silviana Wang’s mother and daughter were also very angry,
full of anger and contempt. They looked at Mark’s eyes as if they were idiots.

“Okay, Terrisa, why do you have a general knowledge of this kind of turtle?”
“When their family is scandalized for a while, they will naturally cry!” Leonard
Chu cursed with disdain, and then the family of three turned and left.

“Terrisa, what are you doing?” Back at the door of the hotel, Simon Qiu saw
Terrisa Qiu’s family coming from outside, suddenly wondering.

Terrisa Qiu said angrily: “Uncle, don’t mention it. I kindly invited Helen Qiu to
participate in our ribbon-cutting celebration just now. Who knows that the
family would not even bother it.”

“Say we are the clown, Mark. He said that he would reach thousands of us
alone?” “It’s a laugh.”

Terrisa Qiu said angrily.



She thought that after the events of last night, Helen Qiu’s family would be
much more honest, knowing to be a human being with their tails tucked in
between, but she did not expect that the family would be so arrogant.

The whole family was useless, and the tone was stronger than one.

When Simon Qiu heard this, he shook his head and smiled: “What do you do
with them?” “The youngest family, now they can only slap their tongues.”

Simon Qiu sneered.

“Well, you guys quickly get ready to prepare. In a while, the guests will
probably arrive.”

“Yes, find a junior in our Qiu family and be a roll-call boy.”

“Which big person is here in a while, let him ask him about his identity. Then,
call out the other party’s name.”

“Tell him, let him shout louder.”

“Let the third child next door listen.”

“Let them know how beautiful the Qiu family is today?”

Chapter 749
Nearly nine in the morning c2fb8277.

Everyone in the Qiu family was already sitting in the hall, waiting for the first
group of guests to come.



Father Qiu was full of arrogant eyes, sitting upright in a high seat, like a noble
and majestic Supreme Emperor.

Today’s Mr. Qiu, rarely wears a suit and a tie on his chest, which shows how
much he attaches great importance to today’s celebration.

“Simon Qiu, at this point, the guests who are coming should almost be here,
right?” After the old man Qiu took a sip of tea, he immediately looked at Simon
Qiu and said in a deep voice.

Simon Qiu looked at his watch: “Well, it’s nine o’clock, it’s almost there.”

Sure enough~ As soon as Simon Qiu’s voice fell, a black Honda sedan came
up outside the hotel and stopped slowly.

When the car door opened, only a young and glamorous woman walked out of
the car, holding a fat man with a big belly.

The man looked up and looked ahead, Xuanshi took his wife and handed the
card to the roll-call boy in front of him.

Immediately afterwards, a tender and loud voice, Dang even resounded
through the autumn sky.

“Shifeng Factory Director, Boss Wei is here!” After hearing the boy’s fame, the
originally quiet atmosphere in the hotel hall was broken.

“Haha~” “Come here.”

“Brother, sister-in-law, why don’t you come to meet you soon?” Shifeng
Factory is no stranger to the Qiu family.

With QMove Logistics has been a partner for many years.



Especially the boss Wei, the factory director, had a good personal relationship
with Simon Qiu, and went out to make appointments in two days.

Now that they heard the name of Boss Wei, everyone knew that it was the
guests who came to Qiuguang.

“Haha, Simon Qiu, hurry out to welcome.”

“People are holding our court, we can’t lose courtesy.”

After hearing the first group of guests arrived, the older Qiu smiled more
excitedly, and urged his elder son Simon Qiu to go out to meet him. .

“Okay!” “Go, wife, let me go out to meet the guests.”

“Haha~” Simon Qiu straightened his suit, with a proud smile on his face, and
went out to greet him with his wife.

“Ms. Qiu, I am not late, am I?” “Congratulations, Mrs. Qiu. I, Wei Long, are
here to bring his wife, I wish the Qiu family’s business prosper, and wish the
ribbon-cutting ceremony a smooth event.”

“A little gift is no respect.”

“Hahaha~” “Boss Wei is polite.”

“Quickly, Boss Wei, Mrs. Wei, please come inside.”

Simon Qiu laughed and shook hands with Boss Wei enthusiastically, and at
the same time asked the hostess to lead Boss Wei to the hall. Sat in.

At this time, a number of cars stopped outside the hotel.



Immediately afterwards, the voices of the chanting boy resounded one after
another throughout the street.

……. “The boss of Jinfengwang Food Factory is here!” ……”The boss of
Dafeng Machinery Factory is here!” ……”…The director of Lumber Factory
Meng is here~ With the approach of one car after another, the son’s immature
voice resounded across the sky.

In a blink of an eye, dozens of directors, large and small, took their wives onto
the red carpet and were introduced into the hotel lobby under the welcome of
Simon Qiu and others.

“Master, how good is your body?” “Congratulations~” “A little gift, please
accept it~” ……. “Hahaha~” “Thank you, thank you~” The guests were already
full, countless people came forward to congratulate, and the lively and festive
atmosphere spread throughout the hall.

Chapter 750
Even within a radius of ten meters, you can hear the noise of the Qiu family.

One morning, the guests of Qiu’s family were in an endless stream. In
contrast, the front door of Mufan Real Estate Company was empty.

Except for the few pedestrians passing by, there really wasn’t a single guest
here.

In the entire company lobby, except for the dejected staff, has there ever been
a guest who came to pay a congratulation?

“Haha~” “Terrisa, I really made you right.”



“There are no other people in the Mufan property opposite?” “I thought, at
least some idiots would go to cheer for them, right?” “Now It seems that I look
at them highly.”

“It’s been all morning, and there are no guests at all.”

… “Helen Qiu is also irresponsible.”

“Married a door-to-door son-in-law. , I don’t have any skills?” “Still opening a
company?” “Or holding an opening ceremony?” “Give us an invitation?” “Isn’t
this putting your face up and letting us hit it?”

In the hotel, Silviana Wang and other Qiu family members looked at the empty
Mufan real estate opposite, and all smiled triumphantly.

The words are full of ridicule and sarcasm.

At this moment, Mufan real estate has become a joke for the entire Qiu family.

Elder Qiu also glanced from a distance, and snorted coldly at the same time:
“A shameful thing.”

When the Qiu family were proud of the spring breeze, the atmosphere inside
Mu Fan’s estate was exceptionally solemn and low.

Looking at the empty hall, and not far from the Qiu family, which was full of
guests, many people felt sad.

Moreover, as if to laugh at them deliberately, the Qiu family even asked the
waiter to buy a pig face from the meat shop and send it over.

When they saw this “pig face”, Sherry Han and others were almost mad.



“What does this mean?” “This is obviously laughing at us, saying that our
faces have been beaten into pig faces.”

Sherry Han was angry and angry. Originally, Sherry Han felt ashamed of the
opening ceremony without a person, but now he is After the humiliation of the
Qiu family, it was naturally more angry.

All the anger was spread on Mark and Helen Qiu.

“Helen, you silly girl.”

“I persuaded you early, don’t do this opening ceremony.”

“Aren’t we able to figure out how good we are?” “Never listen to that wasteful!”
“How about now? “My face is almost broken, right?” “Our old couple is
ashamed of you.”

“I have never suffered such humiliation in my life.”

Sherry Han cursed, and the angry voice spread throughout the hall. .

However, at this time, outside the company, the voice of a roll-call boy came
again.

“Vice President of Shen Group, Shen Jiuwan is here!” What?

Shen Group?

Shen Jiuwan?

The younger brother of Shen Jiuyi, the head of the Shen family?

Hearing the name of the Shen Group, many people present were stunned and
surprised.



The Shenshi Group is a 100 billion group, the first local enterprise in Wrilfill.

The Shen family is in Wrilfill City, and it is the leading wealthy family.

Everyone did not expect that a ribbon-cutting celebration in the Qiu family
would attract the second-in-command of the Shen family.

“Ms. Qiu, it’s okay.”

“I hide it deeply!” “The second head of the Shen family has come to
congratulate you.”

“This face, there are not many in Wrilfill?” In an instant, many people looked at
Simon Qiu, full of envy and admiration.

However, Simon Qiu felt a little drumming in his heart.

He doesn’t remember that he invited people from the Shen Group to come.

What’s more, such a billion-dollar enterprise, Wrilfill giants, their Qiu family
can’t afford it.


